I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

The ability to autonomously segment relevant anatomical structures could substantially augment and improve medical diagnosis. This improvement will be realized through quantitative analysis of pathological changes, versus the current qualitative interpretation, as well as through automated detection of subtle anatomical changes/defects. Yet achieving this vision without lengthening the clinical workflow requires automatic delineation of anatomical structures on medical images (medical image segmentation). While a large body of literature has been dedicated to medical image segmentation, the development of medical image segmentation techniques that are robust to variation in scanning protocol and presence of pathology presents a substantial challenge to existing algorithms. Furthermore, we believe it is an area of research that is not sufficiently addressed in the current literature. This is especially true of spineMRimaging, wherein it is an especially pressing clinical problem due to the high prevalence of low back pain in the global population and a lack of clear understanding of its etiology. This lack of understanding can be partly ascribed to a lack of quantitative anatomical measures when evaluating patients with low back pain. Availability of image-based biomarkers can address this challenge. Since the majority of current diagnostic paradigms for low back pain inevitably rely on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), this is an important clinical need for MRI based biomarker development. While gross pathological defects can be easily noted visually, subtle degenerative changes in a given patient's anatomy are far more difficult to assess in routine radiologic screening. Furthermore, current diagnostic technologies do not offer a reliable methodology to quantify an anatomic aberration/pathology or provide a means for quantitative comparison with a healthy control. Manual or semi-automated delineation of vertebral bodies and related structures is not practical in a clinical environment due to time constraints, which renders quantitative assessment based on current technology infeasible. Thus, there is a need to develop fully automated techniques for delineating spinal vertebrae, as well as other anatomical structures, on MR images.

A large proportion of efforts addressing this need have centered around the use of CT data, while the use of MR has been relatively limited. Often, existing methodologies using MR utilize a single dataset acquired in a research setting with a single set of parameters. We will reviewsome of the existing literature and elucidate key differentiators. Most literature on segmentation of lumbar vertebral body segmentation focuses on the use of CT images. This is perhaps understandable given the relative contrast of vertebral bodies (bone) on CT and the fact that CT is the defacto modality in trauma and analysis/detection of fractures. Notable work in segmentation of spinal CT includes [@ref3], [@ref12], [@ref17], and [@ref29]. However, CT imaging is of limited utility in the evaluation of patients with low back pain and radiculopathy due to the poor resolution of soft tissue structures (e.g. disks, ligaments). As such, delineation of vertebral bodies serves as a primary step for the segmentation of associated spinal structures. Thus, vertebral body segmentation is the focus of the current work.

A review of the literature reveals that the large majority of vertebral segmentation methods using MR have focused on semi-automatic segmentation, wherein a clinician supplies seed points defining regions inside and outside the vertebral body. These include graph cut based methods [@ref3], [@ref9], [@ref20], methods based on watershed segmentation [@ref4], [@ref5], [@ref30], and methods based on level sets [@ref17]. Fully automatic localization of vertebral discs on MR has been addressed relatively sparsely. Notable works include the use of Adaboost in combination with a localized model in [@ref29] and the disc localization work presented in [@ref2] and [@ref7]. There are relatively few groups that have addressed fully (with no manual intervention), detection and segmentation of vertebral bodies on MR images. Recent work includes [@ref26] where the authors utilize sparse kernel machines to construct a nonlinear boundary regression model to detect and segment vertebrae. However, the data set employed in this work consists of highly homogeneous image acquisition protocol (TE of 85ms and TR of 4000ms). Peng *et al.* [@ref19] present a detection and segmentation technique but again validate it on a small uniform data set acquired in a single scanner setting. Neubert *et al.* [@ref18] use shape models on a data set scanned using a single 3T scanner acquired completely from asymptomatic subjects. Perhaps the closest work to the current manuscript is presented in [@ref14] where a fully automated learning based method is presented using a detector similar to Viola-Jones and a variant of normalized cuts. However, even there the dataset variation is not very high. The work presented in [@ref14] also highlights another key aspect of existing literature, namely, a separate validation step for detection and segmentation. Such an approach is necessary when evaluating segmentation techniques that rely on human based detection (or a different detection algorithm). Since the proposed approach integrates the detection step with the segmentation step and operates without human supervision of any form, we validate the technique by comparing segmentations generated by our technique to those generated by humans.

Ultimately, we would like to emphasize that each of these approaches have their respective merits, but they are validated with a very specific dataset obtained under specific pulse sequences and, most often in asymptomatic patients. Real world clinical data is neither obtained from asymptomatic patients nor from a single type of scanner. Thus, translation of the previously described approaches to the clinical setting leads to underwhelming results. It was this need that motivated the development of an ensemble method for the detection and segmentation of vertebral bodies on a wide array of spinal MR images. Our data set was collected as a part of an active, spine clinic that serves as a major tertiary referral center. Since patients were referred to this clinic from the greater Los Angeles area, the accompanying imaging data was acquired at a variety of regional radiology centers. Consequently, there was substantial variation in TR/TE, pixel sizes and image resolutions in our data (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to put this into perspective: one of the more recent works on spine segmentation presented in this journal [@ref26] uses data wherein more than 90% of the images were acquired with a fixed set of pulse sequence parameters. Segmentation of vertebral bodies in the presence of varying acquisition parameters is challenging (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Perhaps this explains why vendors of computer aided diagnostic (CAD) software often bundle their tools for sale with specific scanners rather than standalone software. In practice such an approach severely limits the applicability of CAD by relegating it to a point of scan process rather than a point of utilization process. FIGURE 1.Variation in relaxation and echo time in T2-MRIs seen in a routine spine clinic. FIGURE 2.Why a majority of segmentation algorithms developed for CAD do not often translate to the clinic: Left column shows two clinical T2 scans. Middle column shows results from our proposed fully automated ensemble technique using several parameter values. Right column shows ITK's watershed algorithm operating using a fixed set of parameter values initialized to vertebral centers assuming perfect detection of such centers. While the specific set of parameter values chosen works for the image in the top row, it fails for the image in the bottom row. Our technique works for both images.

If CAD techniques are to be clinically useful, it is critical that they be developed in a manner such that they are robust to scanner and sequence variation. Thiswas the driving factor that lead us to develop an ensemble based algorithm for the robust segmentation of lumbar vertebrae. To achieve even modest results in a clinical environment, we had to use a combination of state of the art computer vision and machine learning for performing these segmentations. In the subsequent Methods section, we describe our method along with the motivation and intuition behind each component. Succinctly, our method uses a random forest classifier to identify super-pixels that may be representative of vertebral bodies. While this approach alone is powerful, it often fails in the clinical data sets used in our experiments. The solution to this problem is to vary the parameters used to run the Felzenswalb superpixel algorithm over a large range of values and train a separate random forest to identify vertebral bodies at each parameter setting. The aggregation of vertebral superpixels over all possible parameter values yields a robust segmentation algorithm. Since each classifier trained as a part of our ensemble uses a different parameter setting, we call the overall classifier a multi-parameter ensemble. Empirical evaluation suggests that this approach is extremely robust to variation in the underlying data set. We trained our system on six manually segmented T2-MR images and the trained model could accurately segment T2 as well as T1 MR images obtained using a wide range of acquisition settings. In the following sections we present our method as well as experiments comparing our technique with manual segmentations. A brief discussion on future work concludes the manuscript.

II.. Methods {#sec2}
============

A.. Dataset Details {#sec2a}
-------------------

As previously stated majority of the T2-MR dataset (33 lumbar sagittal cases) used for this study was obtained from an active spine clinic. To this we added a set of (15 lumbar sagittal cases T2 and T1) available from the public repository of spine images (<http://spineweb.digitalimaginggroup.ca/>). Thus, we had 48 sagittal T2-MR scans and 15 T1-MR scans. We used 6 (randomly selected) T2-scans for training the segmentation tool and the rest for validation. The training procedure was computationally expensive. Our present implementation required to 12 to 14 hours to train on our 6-core Mac Pro. Thus, we limited the training set to a maximum of 6 cases for this manuscript. While we expect a larger training set to produce better segmentations, this is currently beyond our computational capacity. To further elucidate the effect of the size of training data, we present results from experiments with training sets smaller in size than 6 cases in the discussion section. The primary focus of this work was to develop a clinically usable technique to segment vertebral bodies on T2-MR despite enormous variation. Thus, majority of validation focused on T2-MR images. Relaxation time (TR) used to acquire images labeled as T2-MRI varied between a maximum of 7810ms and a minimum of 1500ms with a mean of 3798 ms (standard deviation 1575 ms). Excitation time (TE) for these images varied between a minimum of 24ms and a maximum of 147ms with a mean of 77ms (standard deviation of 40.21ms). Apart from the variation in TR and TE, the T2-images also had substantial variation in pixel resolution and as well as acquisition dimensions. Pixel dimensions in the sagittal plane varied between a minimum of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ pixels. The dataset had T1-MR images obtained from the publicly available dataset had slice thicknesses varying between 1mm and 5mm with a mean of of 4 mm (with standard deviation of 0.9 mm), and pixel width varying between 0.4mm and 0.7mm with a mean of 0.5 mm (with standard deviation of 0.06 mm). TE was between 14ms and 25ms with mean 18ms (standard deviation 5.6ms) and TR was between 383ms and 3500ms with mean of 1375ms (standard deviation 1255ms). The primary variability present in this dataset comes from the fact that it was sourced from multiple scanners at multiple centers and was acquired using multiple protocols. A secondary source of variability comes from the fact that there is a mix of normal subjects from the publicly available dataset with patients from the Los Angeles clinics.

B.. Intuition {#sec2b}
-------------

The segmentation framework presented is inspired by the ensemble learning principles upon which classic learning algorithms such as the random forest are based. To understand intuitively, how we apply this principle, consider a toy image containing just two vertebral bodies (VBs) denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is to run it at multiple parameter values followed by a classification step that separates super-pixels likely to represent vertebral bodies from those that may not. Thus, in a gestalt sense, the super-pixel algorithms operating at a single parameter setting operate as individual learners. While each individual learner produced imperfect segmentations, a combination of these segmentations can yield a powerful segmentation tool. Next we describe the specific super-pixelization framework we use and how feature extraction is done on the basis of these superpixels.

C.. Felzenszwalb Superpixels {#sec2c}
----------------------------

Superpixel algorithms divide an image into a set of sub regions such that each sub region is homogeneous according to some criterion. Our technique ultimately relies on the possibility that a vertebral body be captured in a single superpixel by the algorithm. Since super pixel algorithms differ depending on the specific criterion used to assess homogeneity, this can be difficult to achieve in practice. In this work we use the superpixel segmentation algorithm proposed by [@ref10].

### 1). Motivation {#sec2c1}

The motivation behind this is that this algorithm generates superpixels by examining evidence for a boundary between two neighboring regions as opposed to raw intensity based pixel grouping produced by algorithms such a SLIC [@ref1]. or local quickshift clustering. Thus, gradual variation in intensity due to the existence of a strong bias field that does not produce explicit edges in the image is likely to be ignored by Felzenswalb superpixels (unlike competing methods like SLIC or quickshift superpixels). This is especially valuable, since strong bias fields designed to attenuate signals in the abdominal regions while amplifying signals on the posterior regions of the body are characteristic of spine MRIs. Such bias fields cannot be corrected by the application of N4 [@ref23] or N3 [@ref21]. The Felzenswalb technique remains robust to the bias field over a wide range of parameters. This is illustrated in 3 where for each parameter setting the Felzenszwalb algorithm picks a few superpixels that correspond to vertebral bodies. This is not true of SLIC which tends to produce superpixels that adhere to vertebral boundaries only at specific parameter settings. Finding the ideal parameter setting for every variant of a spine image immediately makes manual parameter tuning an essential part of the segmentation process with competing techniques. The need for such manual tuning, is exactly what renders a large variety of published segmentation methods impractical for direct use in a typical clinical setting. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} immediately motivates a multi-parameter learning algorithm. Essentially, if we could train a learning algorithm to identify precisely those superpixels that correspond to vertebral bodies, at given parameter setting, we could create a powerful segmentation method by simply aggregating relevant segments over all parameter values. This is the essence of the proposed procedure. FIGURE 3.Felzenszwalb superpixels computed at various scale settings.

D.. Feature Extraction with Superpixels {#sec2d}
---------------------------------------

To train a machine learning algorithm that can learn to identify super pixels corresponding to vertebral bodies, we need to extract features that can uniquely identify vertebral superpixels from other superpixels. We achieve this using a carefully selected set of features that are extracted from each superpixel in the training and test sets. We describe the precise set of features extracted and the motivation behind each of these features next.

For each superpixel in the imaging data, we extract ratios that quantify the shape, the position and the orientation of the superpixel ([figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Next we describe each feature and the motivation behind its choice: *Position and Orientation Features:* •We compute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, the centroid of each superpixel and divide them by the corresponding maximal dimension of the image. We also compute the orientation of each superpixel (as the cosine of the angle between the X-axis and the major axis of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as superpixel) and it's eccentricity (the ratio of the focal distances of the same ellipse). Note that the features described thus far use the distinct dichotomy that exists between computer vision and medical image analysis. While the proposed features are neither translationally nor rotationally invariant, they are highly relevant in medical image analysis. Lumbar sagittal MR images of the spine are generally acquired by placing the patient in a supine position in the bore of a scanner and the scanning is performed in a very specific manner by the technician. Thus, unlike generic computer vision problems, we can be certain that the medical image is acquired in a standardized, centered frame that contains the entire region of interest. For instance, unlike an image of a car found in a regular computer vision database containing cars, medical images are generally captured in a manner such that the lumbar vertebral bodies are placed near the center of the acquisition in a particular orientation and no occlusion. The availability of this standardization in medical image analysis is what the centroidal and orientation features proposed above capitalize upon. superpixels corresponding to vertebral bodies tend to be oriented in a specific manner in the clinical MR images. Thus, position and orientation features alone yield powerful markers for identifying vertebral superpixels.*Complexity Features:* •$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$: While medical MR images may be acquired in a specific frame and orientation, other challenges exist in medical imaging that do not exist in computer vision. For example color information is absent and intensity values are relative (in MR). Additionally, training data for image segmentation comes at a high cost (manual segmentation). These factors make shape based feature engineering an attractive proposition. Thus, we incorporate three shape based features into our learning enegine. The first is ratio of the square of the perimeter to the area is a crude measure of border complexity/fractal dimension of a superpixel. A superpixel with a small area, but an extremely complex boundary is unlikely to be vertebral superpixel. We expect the vertebral superpixels to be roughly square. Hence the value of this feature is expected to stay bounded. This intuition functions well in real data wherein this single feature can often distinguish between vertebral and non vertebral in a given image.•$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$: Solidity is the ratio of the area of the superpixel to the area of its convex hull. Since we expect the vertebral superpixel to be roughly convex we expect this value to be close to one. Extent is the ratio of the area of the superpixel to the area of the bounding box. Again, we expect this to be higher for vertebral superpixels due to the characteristic square shaped rendering of vertebral bodies in saggital MR images. Note that we do not use superpixel intensities in defining the feature vector. The features used are purely geometry based. The combination of these features in conjunction with a suitable machine learning classifier may be used to distinguish superpixels corresponding to vertebrae from those that do not. Indeed, this is the intuition behind our approach. Yet, as stated before, note that we still rely on the accuracy of the underlying superpixel generation technique to yield at least one superpixel that corresponds to each vertebral body. This is a difficult task to achieve given that the superpixel generation problem itself is a highly non-convex one. While, it is difficult to rely on a single algorithm running at a given parameter setting to yield one superpixel per vertebral body, running multiple algorithms or even the same algorithm at several parameter settings effectively overcomes this issue, thus yielding a multi-parameter ensemble. The idea is inspired by similar models that were used in climate prediction in the early 21st century [@ref22], [@ref27]. FIGURE 4.Feature extraction with superpixels. We extract six ratios to construct a feature vector from each superpixel. These ratio ultimately quantify shape, position and orientation of the specific super pixel. Training labels are generated based on the degree of overlap between a specific superpixel and manually labeled vertebral segments. When there is no overlap between a superpixel with any manually segmented vertebral region, the label corresponding to the feature extracted from the superpixel is 0, otherwise it is 1.

### 1). Training {#sec2d1}

To elucidate the training process further, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2). Segmentation {#sec2d2}
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III.. Results {#sec3}
=============

A.. Procedure {#sec3a}
-------------

The Felzenswalb superpixel technique produces distinct results based on the specific parameter values used. The main parameter of interest while using this technique is the 'k or the scale parameter described in [@ref10]. In our experiments we varied the scale between 30 and 100 with intervals of 5. At lower values of scale (near 30) the algorithm divides the vertebral body into multiple sub-regions. At scales close to 100 more than one vertebral body tends to be grouped into a single superpixel. At some optimal scale value a super-pixel may appear such that it precisely segments the vertebral body. This optimal 'scale value' varies from one vertebral body to the next and from one image slice to the next. However, by training a classifier to identify a superpixel that adheres to a vertebral body at every possible scale value, we can capture all vertebral bodies in all slices despite any variation involved. False positive elimination was performed using a centrality measure labeling inter-slice consistency of superpixels detected as vertebral bodies of the same patient image. To refine the super-pixels picked out by the random forest, we applied a limited post-processing protocol that was designed to force the super-pixels identified to exactly correspond to gray scale edges in the original intensity image. This step consisted of identifying a two pixel thick morphological boundary around each super-pixel and adjusting super-pixel boundaries using a localized intensity clustering. As such, we did not find the post-processing to substantially improve the dice scores at p-value threshold of 0.05. Hence we have reported Dice score metrics using post-processing as well as without it in the results. As stated earlier we trained our method using 6 manually labeled sagittal T2-MRI scans and used it to segment vertebrae on 42- T2 and 15 -T1 MRI scans. The six cases used for training all came from a single acquisition center but varied in terms of acquisition/relaxation times. Even though the T2-MR scans used for validating the trained model used were obtained at more than 5 centers with varying acquisition protocols and in the presence of gross pathology, our technique produced qualitatively reasonable segmentation as shown in [figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. In the following section we describe both qualitative and quantitative analyses of our results. FIGURE 5.Fully automatic segmentation of lumbar vertebrae from T2-MR scans from in spite of acquisition and pathology induced variation. Red indicates automated segmentation and green indicates manual segmentation. Note the presence of dislocation in the second row from the top and severe disk degeneration in the case in the bottom row. Further note the substantial variation in noise and bias across the cases and that not all vertebral bodies are perfectly square in shape either. FIGURE 7.Segmentation of T1 scans using model learnt from T2 scans. Green is manual and red is automated.

B.. Segmenting Vertebrae on T2 Images After Training on T2 Images with Different Acquisition Parameters and Pathology {#sec3b}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Results shown in [figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the performance of our technique in segmenting vertebral bodies in real clinical data. In [figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} we highlight the degree of variation involved in clinical data labeled 'T2' that is seen at a given spine center. This demonstrates the challenge that faces all computer aided diagnosis methods, if they are ever to be truly useful in the clinical setting. Specifically, the case shown in the second row of [figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} has severe disk degeneration, obscuring the border between the vertebra. The case in row 5 is scanned with a protocol that results in an unusually bright signal in the spinal cord while relatively noisy signal in the vertebral bodies while the overall signal is heavily suppressed in the MR image in the third row. Since, we rely on superpixels computed at several parameter values followed by shape based classification ensembles, we can overcome this tremendous variability in the imaging data and present our surgeons with a clinically usable system. To quantitatively validate our technique, we manually segmented each of our 42 validation scans and compared the manual segmentations to automatic segmentations using the Dice overlap measure. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of Dice coefficients. [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows a polar plot of Dice coefficients achieved in all 42 test cases. Note that in majority of the cases the dice coefficient is \> 0.8. The mean Dice score after is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ in spite of the tremendous variation in the data set. FIGURE 6.Histogram of dice scores computed by comparing automated segmentation produced using parameter ensembles to manual delineations of vertebral bodies on T2 (blue) and T1 (yellow) images. FIGURE 8.Dice coefficients comparing manual and automated segmentations on T2 MR scans with postprocessing(yellow) and without post-processing (orange).

C.. Training on T2-Images and Segmenting on T1-Images {#sec3c}
-----------------------------------------------------

The robustness of the learning method presented can also be demonstrated by showing how well the model trained on T2-MR images can segment T1-MR scans ([figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Although, the results on T1-images are not as accurate as the ones on T2-images (mean dice coefficient of 0.75), they clearly demonstrate the robustness of the learning machine proposed. [Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} present the quantitative picture of how automated segmentations compare to manual ones. To the best of our knowledge, this type of 'cross modality learning' is a first in spine segmentation literature. FIGURE 9.Dice coefficients comparing manual and automated segmentations on T1 MR scans (using model trained on T2 scans) with post-processing(yellow) and without post-processing (orange).

D.. Comparison with Alternative Methods {#sec3d}
---------------------------------------

In order to further convince the reader of the robustness of our technique as compared to competing techniques we present in this sub-section a comparison between the proposed methodology and comparable existing methods from segmentation literature. The three methods that we compare against include watershed transform driven segmentation [@ref4], [@ref5], [@ref13], [@ref30], the related random walker based segmentation [@ref12] and active shape modeling. For both watershed and random walker methods we initialize a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ pixel box around the vertebral center as a background marker. For Active shape modeling (ASM) [@ref6], [@ref24] we used a shape initialization that was defined individually for each vertebral body. A 2D ASM was trained using 30 vertex points to VBs in the training data. We fit individual 2D-ASMs to each VB on each slice in the test data. The results of our comparative experiments are summarized in [table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}.TABLE 1Comparison Between Dice Scores (DSC) Proposed Ensemble Segmentation and Standard Segmentation TechniquesProposed methodWatershedRandom walkerActive shape modelsMean DSC0.8490.7410.7230.585Std. dev. DSC0.04970.1060.1080.219Max. DSC0.9160.9130.8860.907Min. DSC0.7180.3160.2930.127

While standard techniques are indeed comparable on certain cases as evidenced by the 'Max DSC' row, the proposed approach does much better on the 'Min DSC' row and presents us with a substantially lower standard deviation. This is because when the super-pixel algorithm is run for a large number of parameter settings it tends to generate a wide choice of delineations for the succeeding random forest classifiers. Under such a paradigm the random forest can easily reject any segmentation that might be slightly less accurate. A typical segmentation approach that relies on a two stage paradigm of 'detection' followed by the application of a standard 'segmentation' method [@ref14], [@ref18], [@ref19], [@ref31], does not have this flexibility since out of the box segmentation algorithms are applied post the detection step yielding a less flexible overall approach.

IV.. Discussion {#sec4}
===============

A.. The Effect of Post Processing {#sec4a}
---------------------------------

We indicated in the results section that we apply a series of simple post processing steps to refine the initial superpixel segmentations. While the post processing definitely increases the mean Dice ratio for both T2 and T1 segmentations the gains are made at the cost of slightly higher variation in the scores themselves. To quantify the impact of the post processing we show dice scores obtained with and without post-processing on both T2 and T1 MR test scans. [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} indicates the effect of post-processing in case of the T2 images. The mean Dice score before the post-processing was 0.81 which was slightly lower than after it 0.83. However the standard deviation in the Dice scores after applying the post-processing was 0.06 which was slightly higher than the standard deviation obtained before applying it, which was 0.05. We surmise that this improvement may be due to the fact that local intensity based algorithms such as watersheds are better able to deal with intensity contrast reduction effected by supressing the water related signals in the T2 sequence. Yet, the difference in the means as measured by a t-statistic not statistically significant between post processed and non post-processed images (t-statistic=1.37, p-value=0.18). Similar trends were seen in the T1 segmentation results. [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows a polar plot comparing dice ratios for T1 images before and after post-processing. In the case of T1-MRI segmentation significant difference was not observed between dice scores computed before and after post processing. For these images the mean Dice scores before post processing was 0.737 and after it was 0.747. A t-test for difference between the means was not significant (t-statistic: 0.297, p-value 0.767). While we have retained the post-processing due to the mean increase in Dice coefficients, with the maximum increase in an individual case being 0.12, additional work is required to identify which specific cases are likely to generally benefit from post-processing.

B.. Qualitative Comparisons with Other Methods Used in Brain and Bone Imaging {#sec4b}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The use of standard pipeline (N4+ Histogram equalization + Rigid registration) for image and pixel size normalization is often the first step in the automated segmentation of many anatomical structures including brain, breast, liver and prostate. The registration step is often the first step towards atlas building and machine learning for such structures as it normalizes the pixel spacing and intensity heterogeneity. However, this generic protocol may not be well suited for preprocessing in clinical spine imaging. In [figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, we illustrate the application of rigid registration with FSL's Flirt tool to spine imaging data [@ref16]. FIGURE 10.Result of standard pipeline using N4+histogram equalization+rigid registration. Template (left), subject (center) and registered subject (right).

[Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows that the algorithm rotates the image out of the sagittal plane to match it with the template. While registration fails, this example also elucidates the necessity for further research into the development of image registration methods for spine MR data. Standard segmentation methodology used in bone image analysis typically revolves around shape modeling. The use of shape modeling in vertebral body detection/segmentation is reasonable. Hence we presented results using related techniques in [section III-D](#sec3d){ref-type="sec"}. We further elaborate on the qualitative aspects of these results in this section. [Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows how the active shapes based segmentation performs on two different cases in our dataset. In the first case (row) the ASM model works in a fashion comparable to the proposed technique and indeed produces a reasonable segmentation. In the second row it seems to fail. This failure is likely due to the presence of strong edges inside the vertebral bodies in the second image in addition to an atypical suppression of intensities near the top of the image. Despite the challenge, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ performs a reasonable segmentation. Given both images, a human physician would be expected to accurately delineate where the vertebral bodies are. Our ensemble learning based technique mimics this ability. FIGURE 11.Original images (left), Segmentation using active shapes (center) and segmentation using proposed methodology(right). Top row represents a case where ASM segments vertebral bodies satisfactorily. Middle row and Bottom row show cases where ASM inaccurately estimates rotation (middle row) or scale (bottom row) parameters associated with the model.

C.. Variation in Accuracy with Variation in Number of Base Learners {#sec4c}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

As stated earlier, in the experiments presented, we varied the scale parameter of the Felzenswalb superpixel algorithm between 30 and 100 in intervals of 5.

This choice was made by looking at a single test image and observing that below 30 superpixels generated approach the size of pixel spacing and above 100, they unusably large (encompassing the entire spine). Yet, the question of how best to sample the space of parameters remains unaddressed in the current work. In general generating superpixels with a smaller range of parameter settings, in the multi-parameter ensemble leads to worse results. This is documented in [figure 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. FIGURE 13.Variation of Dice score within the segmentations produced for T2 (top) and T1 (bottom) images with increasing number of independent parameter settings used for constructing ensemble. Initially the addition of base learners at different parameter settings improves Dice ratios substantially while reducing variance (indicates by marker width) amongst the Dice ratios. As more base learners are added the increase in performance is relatively less pronounced, but the decrease in variance is substantial.

D.. Training with Minimal Amount of Data {#sec4d}
----------------------------------------

Note that all the results described above were obtained using a very small training data set (namely 6 cases). This elucidates the fact that we can train robust and powerful segmentation methods using a minimal amount of training data, albeit at enormous computation costs. However, computational costs will be progressively less important in the future. The ability to generalize to large datasets by learning from a small dataset is a strength that will be more valuable as datasets get larger in the future. The proposed method can improve with increased training data. We show results obtained by re-training the algorithm on a fewer number of training data points ([figure 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}). While more labeled data improves performance, we perform reasonably well even when trained using just 3 manually labeled cases. Generally training a standard object detection framework (such as the Viola -Jones detector [@ref25]) requires a very large and diverse training data set that captures the shape, pose and intensity variation of the object being detected. One of the key problems in medical image analysis is the limited availability of such labeled training data. Thus, a similar multi-parametric approach could potentially be useful for segmenting other organs/regions of interest in clinical imaging data in conjunction with this or other superpixel centric methods. While there is limited work on using multi-parameter ensembles in medical image segmentation, the thriving field of multi-atlas brain image registration draws upon similar principles [@ref8]. FIGURE 14.Variation of Dice score within the segmentations produced for T2 images with increasing number of training subjects. As expected increased more training data leads to better accuracy and lesser variation in the predicted Dice score values.

E.. Could Parameter Optimization Replace Multi-Parameter Ensembles {#sec4e}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Another approach to segmenting data that is obtained under a widely varying set of parameters could potentially utilize the TR/TE values themselves to modify the segmentation algorithm. For instance, one may be able to remedy the failure of the active shape models shown in [Fig 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} by a)'training' a dictionary of shape models using images acquired at numerous distinct TR/TE settings and then b) performing segmentation on a patient image by choosing a shape model which matches the patient acquisition in terms of TR/TE. While such an approach might be possible, it is unclear if and how such an approach would deal with variation within a single image itself due to factors such as acquisition bias or pathology. Despite the challenges, this remains an interesting avenue of research that requires further exploration.

F.. Robustness and Segmenting CT Data {#sec4f}
-------------------------------------

While the difference between T1 and T2 MRI is stark, a human clinician who has seen the spine on T2-MR will be able to identify at least some of the relevant structures on T1-MRI. The proposed method mimics this ability. While the primary thrust of the study was MR imaging for exploratory purposes we attempted to segment a CT image obtained from a publicly available database of CT images using the 'learnt' model. The result is presented in [figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}. The proposed method is able to identify and segment vertebral bodies on CT even after training solely on MR images. FIGURE 12.Segmenting a CT image using a model trained on T2-MR images.

G.. A Note on Pathology {#sec4g}
-----------------------

An important aspect of our data set was that it contained a large number of pathological cases. Since, the data set was directly collected from an active spine clinic, it was unlike most data sets that have been employed in the literature, and contained cases with some type of pathology. Existing literature, tends to utilize scans obtained from normal subjects for segmentation. Shapes of vertebral bodies cannot be assumed to be consistent in the presence of pathology. This is well illustrated by images in [figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In spite of this variation, the proposed superpixel centric technique is able to robustly delineate anatomy. Further research will be required to modify/evaluate if competing techniques can achieve such an outcome.

V.. Conclusion {#sec5}
==============

In conclusion we reiterate that we have constructed a machine learning based system for segmentation of vertebral bodies on clinicalMRimages of the lumbar spine. The primary methodological differentiators of our technique from previous work is the use of superpixels based multi-parameter ensemble learning. However, the primary motivation of the work is to create a system that can be used segment lumbar vertebrae reliably even in the presence of tremendous variation in the scanning protocol and comparable variation due to the presence of pathology. The fact that our technique works in the presence of substantial variation in the scanning parameters in T2 images is significant. The fact that it can learn using a relatively small training set and use a model trained using T2-images to segment vertebrae on T1-images establishes the robustness of the proposed learning methodology. Future work will focus on reducing the time required for training and segmenting vertebrae using the proposed methodology, validation on larger data sets and the development of a live web based application where spine surgeons and other clinical practitioners can use the system to augment diagnostic decisions.
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